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During the past 400 years, Taiwan has experienced the dominance of various political regimes, which allowed the

development of a diversity of cartographic styles for academic comparison. A detailed analysis of historical maps across

centuries demonstrates that this contested island has been illustrated with a blending of reality, misconception and

imagination. This paper narrates how maps reveal political rulers’ conscious and unconscious perceptions of this island.

We call attention to the abundant cartographic materials in existence and suggest that they can be fascinating materials

for the study of the contested colonial histories of this island in various disciplines.
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INTRODUCTION

The Janus-faced nature of maps, which could contain
geographical reality and/or imagination, has been widely
discussed in contemporary cartographic literature. In princi-
pal, maps are scientific representations of geographical reality
‘out there’. In the modern world, this scientific image of
cartography has been strengthened by the development of
computer-assisted mapmaking technology. Interestingly, in
recent decades, we have witnessed the emergence of an
alternative string of thought seeking to expose the subjective
aspect, that is, the substance that maps contain beneath veils
of ideology. The most quintessential example would be Brian
Harley’s Deconstructing the Map, which argues that maps
often articulate particular ‘visions’ ingrained in a wider
political and social context, either through the mapmaker’s
conscious or subconscious manipulation (Harley, 1989). In a
similar vein, Edward Said posits that geographic knowledge is
mostly culturally constructed. For example, Said comments
that the general public’s cognition of the Occident and the
Orient as two separate, distinct worlds was forged through
the process of imperialist domination. Maps play the pivotal
role in engendering narrations to reinforce such imaginative
spatial knowledge (Said, 1979). Benedict Anderson, similarly,
describes the notion of a nation as an ‘imagined political
community’ in that no one could ever have been able to travel
to all corners of a nation and have been acquainted with every
person therein, yet ‘in the minds of each lives the image of
their communion’. Maps are one of the media that a
governing authority could employ to facilitate this construc-
tion of imagined communities (Anderson, 1991).

This Janus-faced feature of maps is evident in a
substantial number of cartographic efforts in depicting
Taiwan, an island of which its contested colonial histories
still deeply influences its contemporary development. The
crux of this paper lies in presenting some quintessential
maps to show how Taiwan has been perceived and depicted
with partial geographic accuracy and imagination in history.
It is worth noting that we do not seek to trace the detailed
causes of historical events mentioned in this paper. Our
focus is to point out interesting cartographic depictions of
Taiwan, which inevitably reflects the broader historical and
political context where a particular map was produced.

TAIWAN ON EARLY EUROPEAN MAPS (AROUND 1592–

1667)

Before the sixteenth century, Taiwan had been inhabited by
peoples who are later known as the aborigines or indigenous
peoples of Taiwan today. However, before the arrival of
Europeans in Asia, there was a paucity of historical records
about Taiwan. It was surmised that the precipitous cliffs in
eastern Taiwan and strong sea currents in western Taiwan
had prevented the encounter of the greater world with the
island. Produced by cartographers unfamiliar with the island,
most European maps either omitted the existence of Taiwan
or sketched it with imagination and imprecise visual
measurement. For instance, Taiwan was often portrayed on
maps as two, three or even more separate islands. It was
possible that before the Europeans actually landed on
Taiwan, they relied on visual observation of the island from
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the sea. The limits of visual measurement led them to mistake
the two largest rivers as two straits, and hence discerned
Taiwan as three separate smaller islands (Zandvliet, 1997;
Mateos, 2000).

As the Europeans’ interests in the rich resources (e.g. spices)
and lucrative trade opportunities with China and Japan grew,
they increased expeditions to Asia and commenced to explore
the island of ‘Formosa’, former name of Taiwan1. Take the
Dutch, for instance. Under the control of the United East
Indies Company (Generale Vereenichde Geoctroyeerde Oost-
Indische Compagnie in de Geünieerde Nederlanden, VOC),
the Dutch established a headquarters in Batavia (currently
Jakarta) in the East Indies (currently Indonesia) in 1619 with
the intention of using it as a centre for Asiatic trade. In 1624,
the Dutch established an economic base in southern Taiwan,
using it as a midway station to facilitate trade with China,
Japan and the East Indies.

To consolidate colonial business on Taiwan, the Dutch
administered certain sections of land in the fertile western
plain and built three forts, including Fort Zeelandia, in
southern Taiwan as strongholds for commercial expansion
near the Chinese coast. Considerable efforts were also put
into the surveying and mapping of Taiwan to precipitate
and consolidate the colonisers’ grasp of their dominion.

Although the Dutch undertakings were self-serving, carto-
graphic records of Taiwan permitted the outside world to
gradually conjure up a more concrete geographical perception
of the boundaries of Taiwan. It can be inferred from maps
drawn by the Dutch during this period that they had already
delineated in detail the coastlines of Taiwan. This is one of the
early examples where the island known as Formosa was made
known to the world in cartographic depiction.

The total number of maps relating to Taiwan produced
during the age of European exploration is unknown. Kees
Zandvliet, a Dutch historian of the Dutch Rijksmuseum in
Amsterdam, published a book on early maps of Taiwan in
1997. Zandvliet presents 37 pieces of cartographic depiction
of Taiwan produced between 1592 and 1667 (Zandvliet,
1997). Their dates of production started from the early
European expeditions in the Far East and lasted until the
European colonial powers left Taiwan, spanning almost
three-fourths of a century. The scope of these maps ranged
from illustrating a tiny part of Taiwan to covering the entire
Far East. Specifically, 25 of them partially covered Taiwan
(e.g. Keelung), while seven illustrated the entire island
of Taiwan. The other five maps covered a wider range,
encompassing either Southeast Asia or East Asia.

Europeans colonized Taiwan until 1661 when Koxinga
ousted the Dutch and took over. Koxinga revolted against the
Manchus who had just recently established the Ch’ing Empire
on the Chinese Mainland. His resistance was futile. He later
retreated to Taiwan and considered using the island as a base to
continue resistance against the newly founded Ch’ing Empire.
The Koxinga family’s governance on Taiwan, nevertheless, did
not persist long, and his heir was forced to capitulate in 1683.

TAIWAN ON MAPS OF THE CH’ING EMPIRE (1683–1895)

Founded by the Manchus, the Ch’ing Empire was the last
imperial dynasty in the history of China. During this period,

Chinese mapmakers created a large number of pictorial
maps, in which mountains, hills and other landscapes were
all illustrated in similar manner to those found in Chinese
landscape paintings. The famous K’ang-hsi Territorial Map
of Taiwan (Figure 1) compiled during the reign of
Emperor K’ang-hsi (1661–1722) was a quintessential
example of a pictorial map.

The K’ang-hsi Territorial Map of Taiwan was painted on
a silk scroll, which was 536 cm in length. The east was
treated as the top. This was a trait commonly seen in
traditional Chinese maps of Taiwan. Hsia analysed the 135
maps produced during this period and notes that 97 of
them treated the east as the top (Hsia, 1996). There are two
general explanations for this. Placing the east as the top
facilitated the rulers’ comprehension of the situation of
Taiwan because this corresponded to the angles from which
the Ch’ing rulers observed and viewed Taiwan.
Alternatively, this could be attributed to the Chinese
immigrants’ settlement experiences on the island. Arriving
from the Chinese Mainland, they first observed the west
coast of Taiwan. This empirical experience marked a deep
impression in the minds of settlers who perceived the east of
the island, in a metaphorical sense, as the direction to move
forward. Represented on maps, the east was thus often
treated as the top. Interestingly, the mapping of Taiwan
from the perspective of the Ch’ing rulers and the Chinese
settlers was also indicative of Taiwan’s lack of self-identity.
It was through the outsiders’ mapping of Taiwan that an
image of the island began to be evoked.

Moreover, Taiwan’s Central Mountain Range was
usually depicted as an ‘unbroken chain of lofty peaks,
standing tall like a screen’ at the top (east) of such genre of
maps (Teng, 2004). What was beyond this mountain range
was eastern Taiwan, but this part of the island was often
omitted in cartographic depiction. It is surmised that maps
of Taiwan rimmed by mountains arose from the Chinese
settlers’ unfamiliarity with eastern Taiwan, as most of them
only reached the fertile western plain of the island (Roy,
2003). At that time, the settlers’ perception of eastern
Taiwan was vague or even non-existent. Represented in
maps, eastern Taiwan was hence either delineated
ambiguously or simply excluded. Cartographers conceived
and drew Taiwan as a plain rimmed by high mountains at
the eastern brink. Beyond the mountains were uncharted
territories.

It is worth noting that, as was the case with the European
colonial powers, Ch’ing rulers had a colonial vision. That is,
Ch’ing maps represented the tributary order in the mind of
Ch’ing rulers. Taiwan’s historical, cultural and geographic
connections with the Chinese Mainland had lent itself as a
part of the Ch’ing rulers’ tributary order (Hostetler, 2001).
The Ch’ing rulers, however, were originally nonchalant
towards governing this island. This was partly due to the
long-time separation of Taiwan and China proper by the
Taiwan Strait, which caused a kind of alienation between
the two sides. Ch’ing rulers regarded Taiwan as an
alienated, insignificant and backward post on the margin
of the Empire. They required cartographers to include
Taiwan on maps only to imply that the island belonged to
its dominion, and to show that the Ch’ing frontier had
reached this area.
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Many Chinese pictorial maps labelled eastern Taiwan as
the ‘savage territory’ in distinction from the ‘Ch’ing
territory’ in the fertile western plain (Teng, 2004). Both
the visual omission of eastern Taiwan and the labelling of
‘savage territory’ and ‘Ch’ing territory’ created a kind of
unintended confusion regarding whether the eastern part
belonged to the Ch’ing dominion, such as in the view of
outsiders (e.g. the Japanese). This had a far-reaching impact
on the Ch’ing’s defence of the eastern territory. We will
explore this theme further later in this section.

It is interesting to note that eastern Taiwan was not only
absent from Chinese pictorial maps, it was even excluded in
scientific maps. Take the well-known Atlas of the Chinese
Empire completed during the reign of Emperor K’ang-hsi,
for example. Keen on geographic discoveries, the Emperor
entrusted Jesuit missionaries from Europe to survey and
map the Greater Chinese territory with much advanced
scientific techniques. Such surveying was the first of its kind
in Chinese history, covering around 700 surveying points in
the Greater China area. It was through this opportunity
that Jesuit missionaries introduced longitudinal and latitu-
dinal orientation to the Chinese (Chen, 1978).

The first edition of Atlas of the Chinese Empire was
completed in 1718. Its publication was regarded as a peak

achievement in cartography at that time. For the following
150 years, its accuracy had no rival in the field.

French missionaries were ordered to survey and map
Taiwan. Hampered by the high mountains on their way
towards eastern Taiwan, they eventually only surveyed seven
points in western Taiwan. The eastern part was left blank on
maps. Figure 2 is a good case in point. Titled Province de
Fokien, it was from the Nouvelle Atlas de la Chine, published
by French cartographer Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d’Anville
(1697–1782) in Amsterdam in 1737. French missionaries
who assisted the Ch’ing Emperor K’ang-hsi in surveying and
mapping of Taiwan had directly or otherwise transmitted
their mapping results back to France. Being acquainted with
French missionaries, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d’Anville
had the opportunity to access this map and further re-
published it in French. Like pictorial maps, this supposedly
scientific map showed only half of the island, engendering a
certain vagueness of whether eastern Taiwan belonged to the
Ch’ing dominion or not.

In sum, both in traditional pictorial maps or presumably
more scientific maps, the boundary of eastern Taiwan was
left blank. The image they forged was neither completely
factual nor fanciful. Insufficient empirical contacts with the
east, as well as purposeful manipulation of political rulers,

Figure 1. K’ang-hsi Territorial Map of Taiwan, 1704
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could have both resulted in a distorted cartographic
representation of Taiwan.

The Ch’ing ruled China for more than 200 years (1644–
1911). We are not able to show all the incredible materials

from the Ch’ing’s mapping project and their changes after
the Ch’ing’s encounter with the West. Because our focus is
on Taiwan, we will move from early Ch’ing to 1871, as this
was the time when an international conflict awoke the

Figure 2. Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d’Anville, Province de Fokien, 1737 (source: Planning Bureau of National Museum of Taiwan History)
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Ch’ing authorities’ from their long-time policy of down-
playing the significance of Taiwan. The event was termed
the Botan Tribe Incident. It took place when the
indigenous people of the Botan Tribe killed 54 Okinawan
sailors who were brought ashore after being shipwrecked in
Hengchun in southeast Taiwan. The Ch’ing authorities
originally refused to take responsibility for these ‘savage’
people’s deeds.

It is important to note that Japan had been ambitious in
expanding into overseas territories since westernisation in
1868. Taiwan was appealing to the Japanese expansionists
not only because of its geographical proximity to Japan but
also because of its ample sub-tropical agricultural products,
which could meet the surging demand in Japan. The Botan
Tribe Incident lent a good opportunity for Japan, as it was
used as an excuse for Japan to extend its power over
Taiwan. Since many maps made by the Ch’ing Empire at
that time delineated only western Taiwan and left eastern
Taiwan blank, Japan took the tactic of adopting the concept
of national boundaries in international laws to assert that
the area left blank indicated a lack of sovereignty (Teng,
2004). Although there were indeed more historical reasons
how and why Japan decided to dispatch forces to occupy
this land, as far as the focus of this paper is concerned, we
find that a vague depiction of a territory on a map could

have facilitated Japan’s ambition to proclaim its right to
exert sovereignty therein.

The conflict was later resolved through negotiation, but
had served as a wake-up call to the Ch’ing government to
pay attention to Taiwan. Knowing that neglect would only
invite foreigners to colonize Taiwan, the Ch’ing authorities
openly declared its jurisdiction over the entire island,
inclusive of aboriginal areas in the east. This shift of
attitude can also be traced from maps.

The Ch’ing government decided to include eastern
Taiwan on maps. The 1878 Territorial Map of Taiwan
was a good case in point (Figure 3). This map was produced
in reaction to the Botan Tribe Incident. It gave detailed
illustration of eastern Taiwan as well as the coastline of the
island. Mountainous areas previously left in neglect had also
been recorded.

It is worth noting that, albeit an endeavour to present
geographic reality, Territorial Map of Taiwan still com-
bined cognition with imagination. First of all, the distance
from western to eastern Taiwan was overdrawn. The Han
settlers’ awareness of eastern Taiwan and efforts to explore
it was at an inchoate stage. As they were unaware of the
exact geographical distance from the west to the east,
the distance was thus much exaggerated in their minds (Lay
et al., 2005).

Figure 3. Territorial Map of Taiwan, 1878
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Second, Tainan, Keelung, Hengchun and the Pescadores
were noticeably enlarged in this map. Enlargement and
distortion of certain places were demonstrative of the Ch’ing
rulers’ surging attention to the significance of these areas at
that time. Tainan was the initial receiving point of Han
immigrants from the Chinese Mainland. For 200 years
during the Ch’ing reign, Tainan played a central role in
Taiwan’s overall political, economic and cultural develop-
ment. The Ch’ing rulers’ subconscious recognition of the
importance of Tainan influenced the way their cartographers
mapped Tainan. The size of Tainan was exaggerated from
what it originally should have been. Likewise, Keelung was a
vital port for the export of tea and camphor. European
explorers had been eyeing this port and considering its
control; its meaning to the Ch’ing rulers was hence
significant. Hengchun was the place where the Botan Tribe
Incident occurred and hence was no doubt crucial to the
Ch’ing rulers. Also, the Pescadores were perceived by the
Ch’ing government as the frontline to defend Taiwan. All of
these places were magnified in the maps drawn by the Ch’ing
authorities, reflecting the rulers’ spatial cognition of the
significance of these places during that time (Lay et al., 2005).

Determined to strengthen Taiwan against foreign avarice,
in 1878 the Ch’ing rulers upgraded the status of the island
from a part of the Fu-chien province to an autonomous
province. However, in the wake of defeat in the Sino-
Japanese War of 1894–1895, the Ch’ing Empire conceded
Taiwan and the Pescadores to Japan, ushering in a new
epoch of development in the history of Taiwan.

THE JAPANESE ERA (1895–1945)

Unlike the Ch’ing authorities’ passive attitude towards the
governance of Taiwan, Japan attempted to impose strict
control over the island. Japan made use of the know-how
and technology it had already developed at home to
reinforce its administration of Taiwan. Extensive and
detailed surveying and mapping activities were implemen-
ted. This generated precious information about Taiwan
useful for the Japanese rule on the island. The entire
surveying and mapmaking project lasted until the end of the
Second World War. To name a few critical achievements, in
1904 Japan produced 460 topographical maps of Taiwan at
a scale of 1/20 000. The information contained in these
maps ranged from terrain, land use, settlements, transpor-
tation and administrative divisions to numerous other
themes, serving as a pivotal base for the Japanese govern-
ance. Many of the colonial activities on Taiwan, such as
census taking, urban planning, transportation construction
and irrigation engineering, were all carried out on the basis
of cartographic information.

Japanese cartographers used triangulation, a method
originating from the West, to create maps. Triangulation
determined the positions of an observed object by
calculating its distance and angles from other known points,
exclusive of the observer himself. The mapmakers had to
detach themselves from the observed geographical features.
All the observed phenomena were presented by objective
spatial coordinate system. This was different from the
Chinese ‘user-centred’ mapping tradition.

Edward Said once argued that colonisers would never
have a comprehensive capture of the geography, history and
culture of the colonized subject. Their undertakings in the
colonized state remained superficial, only sufficient to serve
the purpose of exploiting the colony (Said, 1979). Japan’s
colonial behaviour on Taiwan, however, exhibited a starkly
different form of colonialism. Upon taking over the island,
they sought to use thorough scientific investigation to
totally comprehend this governed object. Their colonial
knowledge was scientific, not imaginative. As Yosaburo
Takekoshi, a member of the Japanese Diet who visited
Taiwan twice to study the effect of the Japanese adminis-
tration on the island, describes in Japanese Rule in Formosa,

When I inspected the different maps and ledgers in the
Bureau of Surveys, and also had the pleasure of seeing
the officials at work, I could not but admire the vastness
of the undertaking, and the scientific way in which it
was being carried through. There is no town or village
in the island the exact position of which has not been
determined, no field or plantation, however small,
which will not be found upon one or other of the
prepared maps; in short, precise information is at once
obtainable as to the size, etc., of any piece of ground
down to the smallest rice field. … In the village map we
saw rice fields, tea plantations, brooks, hills and woods,
all drawn with that precision which the trigonometrical
survey alone can secure. … With one of these maps and
a pencil it was easy at once to ascertain the size of each
village. … it would be almost as easy to examine the
physical contour and geographical features of Formosa
as it is to study the palm of one’s own hand. (Takekoshi,
1907)

Takekoshi recorded the Japanese rule on Taiwan, hoping
that it would show the Western world that Japan had
established a new colonial paradigm on the island. The
rulers left no stone unturned to make everything ‘visible’,
reifying every corner within their dominion on maps, so
that the island became an easier target for political
dominance. Japan’s use of geographical surveying to
apprehend Taiwan was indicative of a modern style of
governance (Yao, 2001; Su, 2005).

Despite the fact that the Japanese were serious in
scientific map production, we uncover exceptions in the
civilian bird’s-eye view maps. Bird’s-eye view maps were
popular and in high demand along with the growth of
tourist activities on the island, which could be one indicator
of the relatively better-off socioeconomic conditions in the
1930s. In 1935, for instance, the Japanese government
even invited well-known illustrators, such as Hatsusaburo
Yoshita and Tsunemitsu Kaneko, to depict the island,
hoping to promote a Taiwan exhibition that was to
commemorate Japan’s fortieth anniversary of governance
and to demonstrate its various aspects of developmental
achievement on the island. Illustrators of bird’s-eye view
maps combined traditional landscape painting techniques
and modern geographic information to present a colourful
and warm impression of Taiwan (Jhuang, 1996). The visual
effect of these maps was impressive and can be compared to
the analogue version of Google Earth nowadays, winning
them widespread popularity during the 1930s2.
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Drawn by Tsunemitsu Kaneko in 1934, Figure 4 gives an
example of a bird’s-eye view map. If Taiwan was observed
from such an angle, it was not possible to simultaneously
spot the presence of Japan. Nevertheless, quite a number of
bird’s-eye view maps added Japan on the maps. By
shortening the distance between Japan and Taiwan, a
metaphoric power relationship between the colonial power
and its subordinate was thus framed.

In addition, during the early days of the Japanese
colonisation, Taiwan was regarded as a colony to supply
Japan with agricultural products that Japan lacked at home.
Camphor, for example, a crystalline distillate extracted from
the camphor laurel tree, served as the primary ingredient in
early plastics and, after deforestation in China and Japan; by
1900, the laurel trees of Taiwan were the world’s only
source. Accordingly, maps of camphor groves were critical
for the Japanese.

Just as the contents of maps reflect Taiwan’s material
significance to Japan at that time, how Taiwan was located
in Japanese maps reveals interesting signs of the island’s
somehow subordinate position in Japan’s empire building
project. As Taiwan was located at the southwestern corner
of the Japanese territory, many Japanese cartographers
placed Taiwan at the lower-left corner of Japan maps.
Moreover, since the shape of territory of the Japanese
empire was narrow, long and scattered, ranging from the
Kuril Islands in the northeast to Taiwan in the southwest, it
was difficult to present the entire territory of the Japanese
empire on a map. There was a genre of maps separating
Taiwan from the entire territory of Japan and placing it on a
blank corner.

With the growth of Japanese imperialist ambitions, Japan
gradually conjured up the so-called Greater East Asia Co-
prosperity Sphere, aiming to integrate Japan, Manchuria,
China and Southeast Asia politically and economically under
Japanese leadership. At this point, the significance of Taiwan
did not merely lie in securing means of satisfying the Japanese
craving for abundant natural resources and agricultural
products. Rather, the location of the island made it an ideal
base for the Japanese expansionists to exert influence in
Southeast Asia. Taiwan, in the Japanese blueprint, became a
stepping stone for southward expansion.

Figure 5 depicts a map of Taiwan extracted from Youth
Club Magazine in 1941, capturing the Greater East Asia
Co-prosperity Sphere in the Japanese plan. Japan, Korea

and Taiwan are marked in red, a colour that Japanese
cartographers traditionally used to present Japan’s territory.
By locating Taiwan at the centre of the co-prosperity
sphere, it appears that Japanese rulers had perceived that
this island could play a key role in helping Japan advance its
colonial outreach to countries in Southeast Asia.

POST-SECOND WORLD WAR (1945–)

In the midst of Japanese governance on Taiwan, the
Chinese Mainland underwent great political upheaval. The
Republic of China (ROC) succeeded the Ch’ing Empire in
1912. From 1937 to 1945, Japan and the ROC fought
against each other in the so-called Second Sino-Japanese
War, which later became a part of the Second World War.
While Japan was defeated and forced to give up Taiwan, the
Chinese communists gained dominance over mainland
China and eventually formed the People’s Republic of
China (PRC) in 1949, forcing the remnants of the ROC
regime to retreat to Taiwan. Since the formation of the
PRC and the ROC government across both sides of the
Taiwan Strait in 1949, the two conflicting regimes have
repeatedly proclaimed their legitimacy to represent ‘China’
in international society. Both the governments of the PRC
and ROC claimed sovereignty over the territory of the
Chinese Mainland as well as stressed the historical relation-
ship between Taiwan and China to consolidate legitimate
jurisdiction over the island. According to both govern-
ments, Taiwan was a province of China.

The contention opened up a space for cartographic
manipulation. Although mapmakers at that time did have
the know-how to produce modern, scientific representation
of geographic reality, ROC and PRC cartographers
intentionally controlled mapmaking techniques to manu-
facture a Chinese nation composed partially of reality and
imagination. Both governments enforced strict control over
the production of maps. The ROC authorities promulgated
regulations to screen civilian maps, while in the PRC, the
government monopolized the production of maps.

Both the PRC and the ROC had their own version of
administrative division and toponym of the territory of
China and Taiwan. Both sought to use the labelling of place
names and division of administrative regions on maps to
back up their claims of sovereignty over the Chinese

Figure 4. Tsunemitsu Kaneko’s bird’s-eye view map, 1934 (Planning Bureau of National Museum of Taiwan History)
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Figure 5. Appendix of Youth Club Magazine 28 : 1, Map of the Greater East Asia Co-prosperity Sphere, 1941 (source: Planning Bureau of
National Museum of Taiwan History)
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Mainland and Taiwan. Recalling Anderson’s discussion on
imagined communities, when the pubic was constantly
exposed to the information such kind of maps emitted, they
conjured up a popular impression of what their national
boundaries should be, stimulating a powerful bond for
nationhood.

In both the PRC and the ROC maps of China, Taiwan
was a province at the southeast periphery (lower-right
corner) of the Chinese territory. Comparing the location of
Taiwan in the PRC and ROC maps with that in Figure 5,
we discover that Taiwan played different roles in the minds
of different political rulers who once governed the island.
For the Japanese rulers, Taiwan was initially conceived
as a colony situated at the southern margin of the Japanese
territory. With the growth of Japanese interests in
Southeast Asia, Taiwan turned into a core base for
Japan’s southward expansion (Figure 5). In the wake of
the Second World War, the role of Taiwan changed again,
becoming a southeast province of the greater Chinese
territory.

Let us examine the PRC and ROC cases, respectively.
From the way the PRC delineated its national border, we
can see that it conceived of Taiwan as an inseparable part of
China, and the spatial image of Taiwan appeared in the
lower-right corner of the Chinese territory. Many PRC
maps labelled Taiwan’s island-wide highway as its ‘national
route numbered 228’, while in the de facto independent
island of Taiwan, this highway was simply called a national
highway, not national route numbered 228. The act of
naming a highway on Taiwan evinced that the PRC
perceived there to be a power relation between Taiwan
and the Chinese Mainland. The latter considered itself as a
governing body possessing the right to name whatever
objects that belong to the former entity.

The ROC, similarly, proclaimed jurisdiction over the
Chinese Mainland, even though the assertion was in essence
anachronistic since the Chinese Mainland had been con-
trolled by the communist Chinese since 19493. The spatial
image of the ROC territory encompassed not only Taiwan
but also the entire Chinese Mainland. The ROC authorities
had their own version of administrative divisions of the
Chinese territory. For instance, the ROC divided north-
eastern China into nine provinces. This was never carried
out in China. Like the case with the PRC, the act of naming
and appropriating places demonstrated that the ROC
considered itself as having authority over the places that
were being named and divided. The ROC as a nation was
hence constructed in the minds of the ROC citizens
through this process.

Furthermore, it is interesting to compare Taiwan with
Mongolia. Mongolia was the centre of the Mongol Empire
in the thirteenth century and was integrated into the
Ch’ing Empire from the end of the eighteenth century
until 1921, when an independent government was
founded with Soviet assistance. The PRC had recognized
Mongolia’s independent status at its founding, and accord-
ingly excluded the territory of Mongolia from the map of
China. The ROC government originally also recognized
Mongolia’s independence. After relocating to Taiwan, it
revoked this recognition and included Mongolia in the
ROC’s version of the map of China. The existence of

Mongolia as a legitimate state was a recognized fact in the
contemporary international community. Yet the ROC’s
inclusion of Mongolia into the Chinese dominion mani-
fested a different kind of political ideology that aimed to
contest the established international consensus on
Mongolia’s statehood.

From the end of the Second World War, many maps of
China showed the competition between the ROC and
PRC, and their endeavours to monopolize the discourse on
nationalism in order to strengthen political legitimacy. The
ROC–PRC antagonism stirred confusions of how the maps
of ‘China’ should be presented for outsiders. Under such
circumstance, the ROC government feared that the
presence of maps that reflected the status quo would
jeopardize the government’s ‘one China’ ideology.
Therefore, it promulgated strict regulations to supervise
and control map production, leading to a high degree of
uniformity of Taiwan maps for nearly half a century. It
should be noted, however, that this governmental mono-
poly of map production was officially abandoned in 2004 as
a result of the island’s transformation into a more
democratic and open society.

It is worth noting that the cartographic paradigm of the
previous Japanese period persisted during the post-war
period. Maps contained rich geographic information for the
post-war government’s enforcement of urban planning,
transportation construction and irrigation engineering in
Taiwan. Accordingly, although maps were controlled by the
government and inevitably contained ideological percep-
tions of the island in the post-war era, maps drawn at that
time still embodied fairly accurate geographic information.
After all, governmental business would not have been
implemented if the geographic information was entirely
fictional on maps.

CONCLUSIONS

The contested colonial histories of Taiwan and how they are
reflected on cartographic depictions have been a fascinating
research agenda for experts from various disciplines of work
beyond cartographers and historians. Our article is an
introduction to the abundant cartographic materials of
Taiwan in existence. Through map reading, we uncover
many hidden messages that can help us ‘re-construct’
Taiwan in various historical phases.

In recent years, governmental and non-governmental
efforts in Taiwan have been dedicated to the digital
preservation and dissemination of old maps, making old
maps more accessible and the studies of them more
systematic. Old maps not only depicted locations of
geographic feature and patterns of geographic phenomena,
but also reflected the historical and political context
where maps were generated. While historians may rely
on old maps as sources of historical data, cartographers
may make use of reference grid, orientation, generalisation
and symbolisation to explore mapmakers’ intentions
as well as the socioeconomic context and technical status
where maps were produced. We suggest that more
future research should be dedicated to this direction of
development.
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NOTES

1 Taiwan was known as Formosa in the past because its
beauty led Portuguese sailors to call it ‘Ilha Formosa’,
literally ‘beautiful island’, during their first visit to the island
in the sixteenth century. Since then, Formosa has been
widely adopted in early Western maps to refer to Taiwan.

2 As for the Taiwan exhibition, it lasted for 50 days,
attracting nearly half of the island’s population as well as

Japanese citizens to visit, further contributing to the
flourishing tourism and entertainment activities on the
island (Jhuang, 1996).

3 The ROC has modified this position since 2000.
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